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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper, we are concerned with establishing precise 
connections between convergence in area, convergence in global or separate 
variations, and convergence in measure of the first partial derivatives of 
functions f(x, y) on a given rectangle R. 
Here f(x, u) denotes any summable function in R. The functions f(x, y) of 
bounded variation in the sense of Cesari, or BVC functions, are those defined 
geometrically by Cesari [ 1 l] in 1936, and variously designated as functions 
of generalized bounded variation in the sense of Tonelli, or gBVT. As proved 
by Krickeberg [ 171 in 1957, the BVC functions are those L-integrable 
functions f(x,~) whose first-order partial derivatives in the sense of 
distributions are measures. These BVC functions were used by Smoller and 
Conway [22] in 1966 to prove existence theorems for weak solutions of 
shock wave equations or conservative laws in several space variables. The 
same functions are the object of the theoretical study by Volpert [25 ] on 
spaces of such elements. 
The corresponding class of functions of generalized absolute continuity in 
the sense of Tone& or gACT, can also be defined geometrically. Alter- 
natively, these functions are those L-integrable functions f(x, y) whose 
partial derivatives in the sense of distributions are L-integrable functions, 
and thus form the space H’,‘. 
For L-integrable functions f, or surfaces z =f(x,~), (x, y) E R, the area 
can be defined as an upper area, or generalized Lebesgue area, Lf, as in 
Cesari [ 111, where he proved that f has finite upper area Lf if and only iff is 
BVC. Alternatively, the area can be also delined as a lower area, as in [ 141, 
and as a Burkill-Cesari integral, af, as in [lo], where we proved that af is 
finite if and only iff again is BVC. Actually, Lf = af as we proved in [lo]. 
The present paper takes its motivation from previous work by many 
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authors on convergence in variation and convergence in length for functions 
of one variable, and on convergence in variation and in area for continuous 
surfaces. It is well known that, given a sequence of continuous surfaces of 
the type z =f(x, y), f: R + F?, there is a precise connection among 
convergence in area, convergence in global or separate variation, and 
convergence in measure of first partial derivatives. Precisely, convergence in 
area implies both convergence in measure of first partial derivatives [ 18 ] and 
convergence in global or separate variation 120). But all these implications 
cannot be inverted, as is proved by the examples given for continuous curves 
(see Examples 1 and 2). In fact, some examples show that, for a sequence of 
continuous curves, convergence only in variation or convergence only in 
measure of first derivatives is not sufficient for convergence in length. It was 
proved in 131, however, that convergence in variation together with 
convergence in measure of the absolute value of first derivatives gives 
convergence in length. An analogous result, due to Vinti [24], holds for 
surface too. In fact, Vinti gave two extensions of Baiada’s theorem for 
convergence in area, the first in terms of convergence in global variation and 
convergence in measure of the gradient of first partial derivatives and the 
second by adding convergence in separate variation to convergence in 
measure of the absolute value of first partial derivatives, in the case that the 
limit surface is absolutly continuous in the sense of Young (ACY) [26]. 
Boni and Salvadori [8] introduced the concept of convergence in variation 
and in length in a generalized sense for a sequence of summable curves 
y =S(x) of bounded generalized variation [6, 111, and showed that the same 
relations of the classic case hold among these generalized convergences and 
convergence in measure of first m-derivatives [ 141. 
The purpose of this paper, then, is to probe whether the situation for 
summable surfaces of bounded generalized area [ 10, 11, 141 is similar. The 
answer is affirmative because, considering a natural definition of 
convergence in area and in global and separate variation in a generalized 
sense, for a sequence of summable surfaces, we obtain a generalization of the 
results due to McShane, Rado and Reichelderfer, and Vinti; namely, we 
establish that the exact connections of the classic case hold among the given 
generalized convergence and the convergence in mesure of first partial m- 
derivatives. 
In order to do that, we used the “constructive” definition of generalized 
area as a Burkill-Cesari integral that we gave in [lo] following an idea of 
Cesari already developed by Boni [6] for the generalized variation of a 
summable curve. Our functional coincides with Cesari’s generalized area 
[ 111 and with the functional introduced by Goffman [ 141. 
In [ lo] we also extended the generalized area, as a Burkill-Cesari integral 
for a quasi-additive [ 121 rectangle function, to a regular measure on the 
Bore1 sets of R, following a process given by Cesari in [ 131. 
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Goffman [ 141 and then Krickeberg [ 171 had already extended the 
generalized area to a measure, but, as we observed in [lo], the method we 
adopt is constructive and direct and it allows us to estimate the measure, in 
relation to the generalized area, on every subrectangle of R (see [ 10, Prop. 
10 and Remark 71). By using this measure, we give here a natural definition 
of generalized absolute continuity in the sense of Young (gACY) and we 
prove, as an application of some of Boni’s results, that analogous charac- 
terization to those of ACY [26] hold. 
The organization of this paper is as follows: After some remarks on 
generalized area in Section 2, we give, in Section 3, the definition of 
convergence in area and in global and separate variation in a generalized 
sense. In Sections 3 and 4 we deal with necessary conditions for convergence 
in area. In Section 5 we show some properties of integral mean that we shall 
use in the following. The definition of gACY is given in Section 6. Finally, in 
Section 7 we prove sufficient conditions for convergence in area. 
2. SOME REMARKS ON GENERALIZED AREA 
Let R, = [a,, b,] x [c,, d,] be a closed rectangle in I?’ and 9 be the 
family of all rectangles R = [a, b] x [c, d] c R,. Consider a set E c R,, with 
m(E) = 0, where m denotes the Lebesgue plane measure. For every R E 9, 
we denote by SF~(R) the (nonempty) family of the rectangles T E 9, T c R, 
whose sides, except hose lying on the sides of R, intersect E in sets of linear 
measure zero. Then we denote by gE(R) the collection of all finite partitions 
D(R) of R in nonoverlapping rectangles T E B?~(R) (i.e., if T, , T, E D(R), 
then c’, c # 0 and c n e = 0) and by FE(R) the subclass of all 
Cartesian partitions of LZJE(R). If R = R, we simply write ‘?ZE, gE, D, and 
gE; moreover, if E is the empty set, we omit the index E and write 9(R), 
g(R), SF(R), or g, %“, respectively. For every R E .R, we shall denote by 
IR ] and IIR(I the area and the diameter of R, respectively, and by 
6: gE(R) + .R + the usual “mesh” function, i.e., &D(R)) = max(]l TII , 
TE D(R)}. 
Let f: R, + IR be a summable function. If R = [a, 61 X [c, d] E 9, we 
shall denote by q,(S, [a, b]) the generalized variation of the function f(., JJ) 
on [a, b] and by q,(f, [c, d]) the generalized variation of the functionf(x, .) 
on [c, d] (see [6, 141). Finally, let us consider the rectangle functions @:I’, 
Cpp’, and Qr defined, for every R E %W, by 
@;“(W = ld rp,(f, [a, bl) &, @:Z’(R) =f cp,(.L Ic,d]) dx, 
a,(R)= {;@;“cR),2 + [Q;“(R)]’ + ,R,2j’y2, 
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where we put Jf p,(f; [a, b]) & = +a, if p,(f, [a, b]) is not summable on 
[c, d] and likewise for q,(f, [c, d]). 
For every D E 9, we shall use the notation CRED Q,(R) = SC@,., D). (We 
shall also use this notation similarly in Sections 3-5.) 
We say that the function f is of bounded generalized area if a set E c R, 
exists with m(E) = 0 such that lim,,,,,, S(@r,, D) < +co, DE I%,; in this 
case a set S/c R, exists [IO], with m(s/) = 0, such that, for every R E .H, 
the functions @:I) and @y) are additive on .2Ps,(R), the function @, is quasi- 
additive (see [ 121 for the definition) with respect to Gsf(R) and 6, and the 
Burkill-Cesari integral of @r [ 121, which does not depend on the set E, gives 
the generalized area of the functionf over R [ 11, 141 that we shall denote by 
a(f, R). By force of the subadditivity of @f on .‘Z.y,(R), it is obvious that 
a(f. R) = SUPD(RJEV,;R, S(@p D(R))* If R=R,, we shall write 
a(f, R,) = a(f). If f is not of bounded generalized area, we shall put 
a(f) = +a. 
In [lo], we also proved thatfis of bounded generalized area if and only if 
it is of bounded variation in the sense of Cesari (BVC) [ Ill. 
Suppose f is BVC. We recall now some properties of the functional a that 
we shall use later (see [ 10, 11, 141). 
(i) Given R = [a, b] x [c, d] E %9, if R, = [a, u] x [c, d], R, = 
[u, b] x [c, d], a < u < b, and R, = [a, b] X [c, v], R, = [a, b] x [u, d], 
c < u < d, it results that 
= 4.L R3) + 4L %I + jb I&,(x, u - 0) -&,(x9 u + 011 dx, 
a 
where, for “almost all” y E [c,,, d,], we have denoted by E, c [a,, b,] a 
suitable null set [lo] and by f,, the restriction of the function f (-, y) to 
[a,, b,] -E, and analogously for E, and f,,. Because of the choice of the 
set S, [lo], the rectangle function a(f, a) is additive on 3Ps,(R) for every 
RE.R. 
(ii) The partial m-derivatives f, and S, exist almost everywhere, are 
summable, and 
a(f)> j {[f,(-w)12 + [f,Cw91* + ll”zd-=h 
‘QO 
where, for every fixed y E [co, d,], the m-derivative [ 141 of the function 
f (., y) means the derivative with sets of linear measure zero neglected if 
necessary and the same for f (x, a), x E [a,, b,]. Moreover, the equality holds 
if and only if f is of generalized absolute continuity in the sense of Tonelli 
kACT) ([141). 
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(iii) If (f,), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., is a sequence of summable functions on R, 
such thatf, -fO in measure, then l&, +oo a&) > a(&). 
3. CONVERGENCE IN AREA AND IN 
VARIATION IN THE GENERALIZED SENSE 
Before giving the definition of convergence in area and in variation in the 
generalized sense, we introduce the “generalized global variation” of the 
functionf: To this end, we consider the rectangle function v/r: 9 + R defined 
by v,-(R) = {[@j”(R)]* + [@y’(R)]2}“2; since it is obvious that y,(R) < 
gwfw+IR17 R E 9, then f is BVC if and only if 
sfDj+O S(vr, 0) < +co, D E gE, for a suitable null set E c R,. Let f be 
BVC. 
In the same way as in [ 10, Proposition 31, it can be proved that wJ is 
quasi-additive with respect o Gs,<R) and 6, for every R E 9. The Burkill- 
Cesari integral of t,uf, that we shall denote by y(f, R), is called the 
generalized global variation of the function f on R. It is easy to show (see 
[ 10, Corollary 11) that vl/ is subadditive on .SYyr(R) and therefore r(f, R) = 
SU~~(~~~~~~,S(~~, D(R)). If R = R, we shall write y(f, R,) = y(f) and iffis 
not BVC we shall put y(f) = +co. 
Analogously to [ 10, Proposition 71, it can be proved that, given a 
sequence (f,), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., of summable functions on R, such thatf, -f, in 
measure, then l& ++ co r(f,, R) 2 r(&, R), R E 9. Note that if f is BVC, 
the rectangle function y(f, +) is overadditive on 2?(R) and it is additive on 
9%(Fa! l%~~~~te~,:e;“l;s consider 
DEFINITION 1. Let (f,), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., be a sequence of summable 
functions on R,. We shall say that 
(a) (f,) converges in urea in the generalized sense to f, (briefly, 
f, +a f,) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) f,, is BVC, n=O, 1, 2 ,...; 
(2) f,, -f, almost everywhere on R,; 
(3) l&I-+'x 4fn>= N.to); 
(b) df,) converges in global variation in the generalized sense to f, 
(f, -‘f,) if conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied and moreover 
(3’) limn++m rul) = Ym; 
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(c) (f,) convergence in separate variation in the generalized sense to 
f, (f, +‘fJ if conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied and moreover 
(3”) limn++m @$R,) = @ji,‘(R,), i = I, 2. 
LEMMA 1. If fn -“fol then limn++as 4f,,, RI = 4fo, RI for every 
RE&,. 0 
Proof: Given R c C9?sf0, by virtue of the lower semicontinuity of the 
functional a (see Section 2(iii)) it is suficient to show that - lim n- +ao a(f,, R) < a(fo, R). To this end, let us consider a partition 
D E gs,, with R E D. From Section 2(i), it follows that a(f,, R) < a(f,) - 
c TED,T+R a(f,, 72 for every n E N +. Thus the lemma is proved by force of 
Section 2(i) and (iii). 
LEMMA 1'. If f,-“f,, then lim,++,~df,,R)=~Vb,R) for every 
R&9+. 0 
The proof is the same as for Lemma 1. 
We discuss now the connections between the convergences of Definition 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. Iffn -“f,, thenf, --+“fo. 
Proof: By virtue of the lower semicontinuity of the functional y, it is -7- sufficient to show that hm,,, o. y(J,,) < y(f,). To this end, note that if 
s=uLLs,,, then m(S) = 0 and a(f,) = limsco,-,, S(Qfn, D), D E %J3,, 
n = 0, 1, 2,...; the same is true for y(f,). Therefore, given E > 0, there is a 
number u = U(E) such that for every D E ~3?~ with S(D) < o we have 
0 < a(&) - S(QfO, D) ( e2/2(a(fO) + 1); thus by the subadditivity of @Jr, on 
.%Ts(R) and by Holder’s inequality, it follows that 
2 I(4foT R) + @&U)(4& R) - @,o(R)l”2 
RED 
< dm ia - S(afO, D)J”* < E. 
Given such a partition D E gs, for every R E D and n E N ‘, it follows that 
y(f,,R) G ~b(f,~R)l” - IR12}“2. (2) 
In fact, by the subadditivity of @,” on Ss(R), for every D(R) E 9Js(R), we 
have 
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TED(R) 
therefore S(vr,,D(R))< {[a(f,,R)12 -]R]2}1’2 and (2) follows for 
6(D(R)) -+ 0. So, by Lemma 1, we have that 
By summing over R E D, it follows from (1) that lim,, + to y(jJ < E + y(f,) 
which completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2. If f, -Pf,, then f, -+@ f, . 
ProoJ Since @t is a lower semicontinuous functional on L, with respect 
to convergence in measure [ 10, Proposition 61, it is sufficient to prove that 
iii n++m @z(R,) < @E(R,), i = 1,2. 
If we let S= U,“=, Sf,, it is obvious that m(S) = 0. Given E > 0, let 
D E Qs be a partition such that (see also Eq. (1) of Proposition 1) 
=5- 
R’;‘D 
i(r(fo, RI + v~,,WkUo~ RI - w&WI”~ < E. (3) 
For every R E D, by the subadditivity of vr, on 3Ps(R), n E N, we have 
y(f,, R) > vr,(R) and therefore [c?~Y(R)]~ < ]rU,, R)]’ - ]@x’(R)12, 
i, j= 1, 2, i # j. So, by Lemma 1’ and the lower-semicontinuity of the 
functional @jy, we have 
= [K/-o, WI2 - hQR12 + Pj;W12, 
from which it follows that 
- 
By summing over R E D, since @z is additive on 5Ps, n = 0, 1,2,..., from - (3) we have that hm,,,, @F(R,) < E + @F(R,), with proves the result. 
As an immediate consequence of Propositions 1 and 2, we have 
PROPOSITION 3. If f, +(1 fo, then f, +* fo. 
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None of the implications in Propositions l-3 is reversible, as the following 
example shows: 
EXAMPLE 1. Let (g,JnEN be the sequence of functions defined on (0, 1 ] 
in the example of [ 1, Sect. 5). It is a sequence of continuous and increasing 
functions which converges in variation but not in length to go(x) =x. 
Consider the sequence (f,), n = 0, 1, 2,..., with f,: [O, I]’ -+ R defined by 
.&Ax, Y) = g,(x)- Ob viously (f,), converges to f,, and moreover, it follows 
that y(f,) = I’:( g,) and a(f,) = LA( g,), n = 0, 1, 2,...; thus f,, -‘f, but it is 
not true that f, -+“f,. 
Consider the sequence (h,), n = 0, 1,2,..., with h,: [0, 112 --t IF? defined by 
h,(x, y) = g,(x) + y. Obviously (h,) converges to h, and we have 
@I’ = 1, i = 1, 2, and y(h,) = Li( g,), n = 0, 1, 2 ,...; therefore h, +’ h,, 
but”it is not true that h, +Y h,. 
4. CONVERGENCE IN AREA IN THE GENERALIZED SENSE AND 
CONVERGENCE IN MEASURE OF WDERIVATIVES 
First, we shall prove the Steiner inequality for generalized area. 
LEMMA 2. If f, and f2 are BVC on R,, then for every R E 9, 
a((f, +f2)/2, R) < f (a(f, 3 R) + a(fi, R)). 
ProoJ Denote df, +f2)/2 by Tand consider T= [a, b] x [c, dj E .5P. For 
“almost all” y E [c, d] we have (see [21, Proposition 11) cp,(x [a, b]) < 
&,(f,, [a, b]) + qY(f2, [a, b])). Thus @j”(T) < $(@j:‘(T) + @j:‘(T)); and 
analogously for @ F’ Therefore @T(T) < ~(GJ~,(T) + @~,~(r>). If S = S,, u S,*, . 
then m(S) = 0 and Src S; thus, for every R E 9, if D(R) E gs(R), then 
S(!+, D(R)) < i(S(@,,, D(R)) + S(@,,, D(R)), and this gives the result for 
6(D(R)) -+ 0. 
The following Lemma gives a sharper version of the above inequality: 
LEMMA 3. Let f, and f2 be BVC on R, and let A be a constant such that 
a(fi) < A, i = 1, 2. If there exist two positive numbers E and o such that 
~V&,Y)-~~~(~,Y)I~ + [f,,(x,~)--fi~(~,~)l~}“* >& on a set F=R, with 
m(F) > u, then 
a((.6 +.fW) < $<a<f,> + 4.U) - C, 
where C is a positive number whose value depends only on A, E, and o. 
Proof: It is convenient to set f= (f, +f,)/2. Consider the rectangle 
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function L(R) = f(a(f, , R) + a(&, R)) - a(3 R), R E 5%‘; by Lemma 2 and 
Section 2(i), it is nonnegative and overadditive; as a consequence (see [ 19, 
Theorem III. 1.28]), its derivative D(A; (x, y)) exists almost everywhere, is 
summable and JR0 D(A; (x, y)) dx dy < il(R,). On the other hand, by 
definition and by [ 10, Lemma 21, it follows that 
W; (x,Y))= %WJ’ + (fi,)’ + Ill’* + KM* + U2y)* + 11”‘) 
- {CJ;,’ + <J;,>’ + 1 I”* 
almost everywhere on R,. 
That being stated, the proof is the same as given in [ 18, Theorem 51. 
PROPOSITION 4. If f, --+(I f,, then f,, + fox and f,, + f,, In measure on 
R 0’ 
By virtue of Lemma 3, the proof is essentially the same as that of [ 18, 
Theorem 41. 
The reverse implication does not always hold, as the following example 
shows. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let (g,), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., be the sequence of functions defined 
on [0, 1 ] as in [8, Example 21. It is a sequence of continuous functions that 
does not converge in length but such that the derivatives converge in 
measure. Consider the sequence (f,), n = 0, 1,2,..., with f,: [O, 11’ + R 
defined by f,(x, y) = g,,(x). Obviously f,, +foX and f,, + f,, in measure on 
R,, but a(f,) = I,:( g,), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and therefore the sequence (f,) does 
not converge in area to fo. 
5. ON THE INTEGRAL MEAN 
Let f be BVC on R,. We denote by Rf the rectangle [a, - H, b, + H] X 
[co - H, do + H], with H = min(b, - a,, do - cJ, and consider the following 
extension of the function f to R f: We previously defined f symmetric with 
respect to x = a, on [a, - H, a,[ x [co, do] and with respect to x = b, on 
lb,, bo +Hl x [co, do1 and then symmetric with respect to y = do on 
[a, - H, 6, + H] x] do, do + H] and with respect to y = co on [a, - H, 
b, + H] X [co - H, co[. The extended function f is still BVC on its domain 
R f and, by the definition off on Rf - R,, the rectangle R, belongs to the 
family 9’sf(Rf) (see [ 10, Proposition 11). 
For every 0 < h < H, let us consider the integral mean f h: R, + R defined 
by 
409/92/l-9 
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The function fh is absolutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli (ACT) and 
therefore 
a(f”,=J {[(fh>x (-w)12 + Km, hJ)12 + u”* dx4 
RO 
and analogously 
r(fh)=JR~l[(fh),(X,~)]* + ](fh)y(X,y)]2}“2dxdy, 
where (fh)X and (f”), denote the partial derivatives of the functionfh. 
PROPOSITION 5. It follows that f h -+&jI 
Proof: From [ 19, Theorem 1.3.131, it follows that fh +hJ almost 
everywhere on R,; as a consequence, by the lower semicontinuity of the 
functional a, it is sufficient to prove that 
Given 0 < /i < H and denoting by 2, the rectangle [a, - 6, b, + 61 x [co - h; 
d, + 61, we shall prove first of all, that 
4.f”) c au R^*) for every 0 < h < 6. (6) 
In order to do that, we consider the set Rt -F of the points (x, y) such that 
f(., y) is approximately continuous (see [4] for a definition) in x andf(x, .) 
is approximately continuous in y and the set S, (see Section 2 for notation) 
associated with the function f on Rf; we denote F U S, by E. 
Given R = [a, b] x [c, d] E 5% and denoting by R(s, t) the rectangle 
[a + s, b + s] x [c + t, d + t], since m(E) = 0 [ 141 for “almost all” (s, t) E 
[-6, k]*, we have 
R(s, t) E SE(Rf). (7) 
Therefore (see the proof of [ 10, Proposition 41) 
J cd lf(b + s, y + t) -f(a + s, y + t)! dy < @:“(R(s, t)) 
and it follows that 
@$‘fR) = Jd lfh(b, y) -fh(a, y)I dy < -&Jr h f, @j”(R(s, t)) ds dt. (8) 
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and analogously that 
(8’) 
If D = [R] is any partition of R,, from (8) and (B’), by using a well- 
known inequality and condition (7), we have 
c {p;:‘(R)]* + [q?(R)]* +(Rl*}“* 
RED 
for every 0 < h < 6, and (6) follows for 6(D) + 0. From (6) we deduce that 
limh+o adfh) < a(f, R^,,); therefore, by the arbitrary choice of h, since 
limb,, a(f, d,) = a(f) (see as an example [ 10, Oss. 4]), we have Eq. 5. 
Remark 1. We preferred to give a direct proof of the above results, even 
though it could be proved by using the equality [ 15, 231 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Propositions 1 and 3-5: 
COROLLARY 1. It follows that fh +,,f, fh +&f and (fh)x +f,, 
(f “), + f, in measure on R, . 
We conclude this section with a remark that will be useful in what follows. 
Remark 2. Let g: [a,,, b,] -+ I? be a summable function of generalized 
bounded variation, let us extend g over [a, -K, 6, + K], with K = b, -a,, 
in such a way that g is still of generalized bounded variation and (using the 
notation of Section 2) I gER(ao - 0) - g&, + Ol = I gEl(bO + 0) - 
g,Jb, - O)] = 0, where E, c [a,, -K, b, + K] is a set of linear measure zero 
such that g is continuous [6]. For every 0 < h < K, let gh: [ao, b,] -P IR be 
the integral mean, i.e., gh(x) = (1/2h) I”, g(x + s) ds. We find that 18, 
Proposition 41 p(gh, [a, b]) = JS: [I g(x - h) - g(x + h)1/2h] dx for every 
[a, b] c [a,, b,]; gh jh+,, g almost everywhere on [a,, 6,]; and 
lim,,, p( gh, [a, b]) = q( g, [a, b]), for every [a, b] c (a,, b,] with a, b 65 E,. 
Moreover, it is easy to show (see the proof of Proposition 5) that if [a, b] c 
[a,, b,], given a number 0 < h^ < K, we have o(gh, [a, b]) < q(g, [a - 6, 
b + fi]) for every 0 < h < 6. 
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6. GENERALIZED ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY IN THE 
SENSE OF YOUNG 
Let f be BVC on R, and <D be the Bore1 u-field of R,. In [9] we 
constructed a regular measure v on .2 which extends the generalized area, 
since it coincides with a(f, a) on ZZS, at least. To this end, we made use of a 
process that Cesari introduced in [ 131 and then we discussed in [9], which 
allows us to extend the Burkill-Cesari integral of a quasi-additive set 
function to a regular measure. Analogously, we have two regular measures 
vu): ,B + IR,t which coincide on .5FS, with the rectangle functions @.y), 
i= 1,2. Moreover, for a fixed point y in [co, d,] such that 
p,(f; [a,, II,]) < +oo, the generalized variation of the function f(.,~) can be 
extended to a measure ,u~ on the Bore1 u-field .8’ of [a,, b,]. Analogously, 
for “almost all” x E [a,, b,], we shall denote by ,u, the measure on the Bore1 
o-field .2S2 of [co, do] which extends the functional cp,(S, e). 
Note that if f is continuous, all the above measures coincide with the 
respective ones introduced in the classic case [ 191. 
Each (plane or linear) measure admits the Lebesgue decomposition into 
the sum of an absolutely continuous measure and a singular one, with 
respect to Lebesgue (plane or linear) measure, that we shall denote by 
v=v~+v,, v(“)=v~)+v6”, i=l,2, ,D,=,u~~,+,D,,~ and P~=,u,,+,u,,. Let 
y E [co, d,,] be a point such that f(., JJ) is of bounded generalized variation; 
in [lo] we introduced a concept of generalized absolute continuity (gAC) on 
28’ which extends that given by Goffman [ 141 for intervals; we say that 
f(.,~) is gAC on B’ E 9’ if ,u~~(B’) = 0. This concept allows us to extend 
the definition of absolute continuity in the sense of Young (ACY) [ 26 1 given 
for continuous functions. 
DEFINITION 2. We say that the function f is of generalized absolute 
continuity in the sense of Young (gACY) if there exist two disjoint Bore1 sets 
B, and B, E 2, with B, U B, = R,, such that for “almost all” y E [c,, d,] 
the function f(.,y) is gAC on’ B,, and for “almost all” x E [a,,, b,] the 
function f (x, .) is gAC on B,,. 
We shall see now some equivalent conditions to gACY that generalize as 
many results given in the classic case [ 191 and emphasize this operative 
concept. 
PROPOSITION 6. The function f is gACY if and only if there exist two 
’ We define II, as B, = (x E [a,, bo]: (X,JJ) E B}, and analogously for B,, B E .a. 
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disjoint Bore1 sets B,, B, E 9’ with B, U B, = R,, such that vy’(Bj) = 0, 
i#j, i,j= 1,2. 
ProoJ The proof is an immediate consequence of [ 10, Proposition 151 if 
we observe that, for every B E 9, we have (see [ 10, Propositions 12 and 
141) 
jdopy(By)dy=v(“(B)=I If,(x,y)ldxdy+vl”(B) 
cll 
= Ido (j- ,L;x,Y), dx) dy + vi”(B), 
co B.Y 
and so vi”(B) = 0 if and only if for “almost all” y E [co, d,] we have 
p,(B,) = I,, ]f,(x, y)] dx. The situation is analogous for v(*‘. 
If we consider the function f extended to Rt = [a, -H, b, + H] X 
[c, - H, do + H], with H = min(b, - a,,, d, - c,,), as in Section 5, it is easy 
to prove that all the measures associated with the “extended” function [lo] 
agree on 9’ (or 9’ and 9*, respectively) with the corresponding measures 
associated with f/R,,. Denoting by R,,h.k the rectangle la, + 6, b, - 61 X 
[c, + 6, d, - 61 with 6 = dm, 0 < h, k < H/2, by force of some 
theorems due to Boni [5], we obtain the following results: 
PROPOSITION 7. vs(Ro) < vj”(R,) + vj”(R,). 
PROPOSITION 8. The function f is gACY on R, if and only if v,(R,) = 
v;“(R,) + vj*‘(R,). 
PROPOSITION 9. The function f is gACY ly and only if it is true that 
a(f)= 
In order to do that, we note first of all that the vectorial measure 
(T = (v(l), v(2), m) on the Bore1 u-field of ]a, - H, b, + H[x] co -H, do + H[ 
satisfies the assumption in [5] because (see [ 10, Proposition 121) the 
measure v(l) is “decomposable” with respect to y and the measure v(*’ is 
“decomposable” with respect to x. The functional X: R 3 + IF?: defined by 
X(p) = ]]p]] is a particular case of that considered in [5] and it is easy to 
prove that Fp = v, FE= v, with B= (vii’, vi*‘, 0); Fn, = vi” with 
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/jr = (vi’), 0,O); and X6, = vi” with ,8, = (0, vi*), 0) (for the definition of XV, 
etc. see [5]). On the other hand, we have2 [lo] vS(Fr(R,)) = v’,“(Fr(R,)) = 0, 
i= 1,2. 
So Proposition 7 is an immediate consequence of [S, Theorems 2 and 3 1. 
Moreover, from Proposition 6, it follows that f is gACY if and only if 
there exist two disjoint Bore1 sets D, and D, E ~8 n (R,,)‘, with 
D, U D, = (Ro)‘, such that 
vy)(Dj) = 0, i#j, i,j= 1, 2. (‘1 
But condition (‘) is equivalent (see 15, Theorem 5 and 61) to the equality 
vS((Z?Jo) = v~“(@?,)~) + v~~‘((R~)‘), that is, 
v,(R,) = v~“(R,) + ly’(R,). (“1 
Finally, condition (“) is equivalent (see [5, Theorem 51) to the equality 
wo)“) = lim j (h,k)+(O.O) (&Ql 1 [&(lX - h, x + W2~12 
+ [p,([y-ky+k])/2k12+ 1p2dxdy 
that we can write as 
a(f) = v(R,) = lim 
(h,k)+(O*O) J ROh,f lb,df, Lx - kx + w242 
+ [cp,(f, [Y - k, y + k])/2k] 2 + 1 } I” dx &. 
The characterization of gACY given in Proposition 9 can be modified in the 
following way: 
PROPOSITION 10. The function f is gACY if and only if 
4f) = 
cp,df, [x-hh,x+h]) * 
2h 1 
+ dsL b - ky + kl) 2 + 1 1’2 dudy 
2k I ! 
’ Here Fr(R,) and (R,)’ denote the boundary and the interior of R, in the topology of R*. 
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Proof. By Proposition 9 it is sufficient to show that 
To this end, setting A,,, = J$(&, (9,dl; [x - h, x + h])/2h) dx dy, with 
S =dmr, we shall prove that 
lim 
(h,k)-(O,O) 
A,,, = 0. (9) 
Given a number 0 < d < H/2, for every pair (h, k) of positive numbers such 
that S = dm < 6, we have 
@y)([x-h,x+h] x [co,do]) dx 
2h 
Let us consider the function F defined on [a, - H, b, + H] by F(x) = 
@j”([a,-Kxl x_ [co,do]); it is nondecreasing and consequently for 
“almost all” 0 < 6 < H/2 we have (see [7, Corollary 7; 10, Remarks 3 and 4 
and Corollary 11) 
9(F, [bo - &&I) = Wo) - F(bo - $1 
= cIy’([b, - 8, b,] x 
Moreover, by [ 10, Corollary 11, it follows that 
[co, do]). (11) 
I bo @j”([x-h,x+h] x [co,do]) dx= b. bo-8 2h I 
IF(x+h)-F(x-h)l dx 
b,-F 2h 
(12) 
By force of Remark 2, from (lo)-( 12) it follows that for “almost all” 
0<6<H/2wehave 
lim (h,k)-(O,O) A,,,< gz 9(Fh, [b,-&b,])=rp(F, [bo-6,bol) 
= @;l), [b, - 8, b,] x [co, do]), 
and (9) is proved by the arbitrary choice of 8 (see [ 10, Remark 41). 
Analogously, we can prove that 
do b. lim si 
9J.J Iv-kd’+kl) dxdy=o 
2k (9’) (h,k)-+(O,O) co b,-6 
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Therefore from (9) and (9’) we have 
and, by symmetry, this completes the proof. 
Finally, we give a characterization of gACY which generalizes that given 
by Young [26] for ACY in the classic case. In order to do that, consider 
LEMMA 4. For every R E <ps, 
and 
If(x~ y - k, -f(x’Y + k)l du dy = I:*) 
2k 
Proof: We shall prove the first equality; an analogous proof holds for the 
second. Given a rectangle R = [a, b] x [c, d] E S’s,, for “almost all” 
y E [co, d,] the function f(-, y) is of generalized bounded variation and so, 
by Remark 2, we have that 
bIf(X-h~Y)-f(x+h~y)l dxzp (f [a b]) 
2h Y’ ’ 
and moreover 
I b II-(X - h, Y> -J-(X + h, YI 2h dx < cp,(f, [a - H, b + HI). a 
Therefore the proof follows from the dominate convergence theorem. 
LEMMA 5. 
f(x - h,y) -f(x + h,y) ’ 4.f)~ 2h 1 
JAY - 4 -J&Y + k) * + 1 “* dx dy 
I I 
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ProoJ Given any partition D = [R] E gSf, by a well-known inequality, it 
follows from Lemma 4 that 
- kY) -f(x + h,Y) * 
2h I 
+ 1 I *+ 1 “ZdXdY 
f(x - hv Y) -f(x + k Y> dx dy *
2h 1 
[j 
f(xv Y - k) -f(x, Y + k) l/2 + 
2k 
dxdy z+l 
R I I 
which, for S(D) + 0, completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 11. The function f is gACY if and only if 
f(x-h,y)-f(x+ky) * 
2h I 
+ f(x,y--k)-f(x,y+k) 
2k I I *+ 1 1’2dxdy 
ProoJ Let Rf -F be the set of the points (x, y) such that f(., y) is 
approximately continuous in x and f (x, .) is approximately continuous in y; 
as is well known [4, 141, m(F) = 0. Therefore, given 0 < h, k < I-Z, for 
“almost all” (x, y) E R,, the points (x & h, y) and (x, y f k) belong to 
Rfj -F and we have (see the proof of [ 10, Proposition 41) ) f (x - h, y) - 
f (x + h, YI Q cp,v; Ix - k x + h]) and If (x, Y - k) -f(x, Y + 81 < 
o,([ y - k, y + k]). By Lemma 5 and Proposition 10, this completes the 
proof. 
In order to prove Proposition Il, we preferred to make direct use of some 
general results on the approximation of sublinear functionals on measures 
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due to Boni [S] rather than to make use of their application to the multiple 
integral of the calculus of variations, also given in ]5 1, where the 
distributional derivatives of the function f are employed. 
7. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR CONVERGENCE IN 
AREA IN THE GENERALIZED SENSE 
In Sections 3 and 4 we saw some necessary conditions for convergence in 
area in the generalized sense (Propositions 1, 3, and 4) which extend 
analogous results respectively given by Rado and Reichelderfer [20] and 
McShane [ 181 in the classic case. But, as is true in the classic case, none of 
these conditions is “reversible” so as to furnish also a sufficient condition 
(see Examples 1 and 2). To this purpose, in [24] Vinti showed that two 
sufficient conditions can be proved by “joining” the necessary conditions in 
a suitable way. These results also hold for convergence in area in the 
generalized sense, as the following propositions show: 
PROPOSITION 12. If (f,), n = 0, 1,2,..., 
functions on R, such that f, +yfo and 
LfJ2Y2 in measure on R,, then f, -+a fo. 
Proof: By Proposition 5 and Corollary 
same as given by Vinti in [23, Theorem 11. 
is a sequence of summable 
{[fnx12 + Ky12P2+ lMlx12 +
1 the proof is essentially the 
PROPOSITION 13. If (fj,), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
functions on R, such that 
is a sequence of summable 
(9 f” +‘fo 9 
(ii> If,,1 -, if,,1 and If,,1 --t lfoy I in measure on R,, 
(iii) f0 is gACY, 
then f, -+@ fO. 
ProoJ By virtue of the lower semicontinuity of the functional a, it is 
sufficient to prove that lim,, + 8 a(fn) < a(&). To this end, we observe that, 
from Corollary 1, it follows that a sequence (hp)pEN, hp>O, can be choosen 
such that hp-$,, 0 and (fr), -+ f,,, <fF), + fnp almost uniformly on R,, 
n E N. Therefore, by virtue of Propositions 5 and 8, the result can be proved 
following the idea of the proof of [24, Theorem 21, with slight alterations. 
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